Vehicle simulators aim to provide the user with a driving experience that replicates the sensations experienced in a real vehicle. An important aspect is the replication of motion cues. The replication of motion cues in the vehicle simulator is limited by platform workspace and the selected position control systems performance. In this work a Matlab/Simulink setup that incorporates the various aspects involved in replication of motion sensations was created. This includes input data scaling, classical washout algorithm and inverse kinematic implementations. By adjusting the input data scaling and classical washout algorithm filter parameters platform motion that adheres to the actuator motion constraints was assured. Therefore this simulation system makes the design process easier since no parameter adjusting was done on the actual motion platform. This simulation system also ensures safe operation of the vehicle simulator system for the user and ensures safety of the vehicle simulator mechanical structure. Additionally the system allowed for the derived inverse kinematic equations to be verified and evaluated the effectiveness of the classical washout motion cueing algorithm.
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1 Introduction

A vehicle simulator makes use of a parallel manipulator to provide motion cues to the user. Parallel manipulators consist of a fixed base and a number of kinematic chains connected to a moving platform [1]. These manipulators have a large load carrying capacity which makes them ideal for usage in a vehicle simulator. Gough developed the first parallel manipulator used as universal tyre test machine [2]. Stewart developed a six-degree of freedom parallel manipulator to be used as a flight simulator [3]. Parallel manipulators have fairly straightforward inverse kinematics but have complex forward kinematics. Due to complex forward kinematics and difficulty to manufacture spherical joints at low cost [4], the development of lower degree-of-freedom parallel manipulators has been researched extensively. Lee and Shah [5] presented closed form solutions for the forward and inverse kinematics of a 3-DOF parallel manipulator.

Vehicle simulators first originated from the development of flight simulators. In the early 1980's Daimler-Benz created a high fidelity vehicle simulator [6]. Subsequent simulators have been created by General Motors [7], University of IOWA [8], and Toyota [9]. Vehicle driving was a task thought to be mainly dominated by visual information. In recent times it was shown that other sensory information, such as the vestibular system contribute to motion perception [10]. The vestibular system consists of the semi-circular canal and otolith. The otolith senses linear acceleration, via specific force, and head tilt relative to gravity. The semi-circular canal senses angular velocity. Vehicle simulators aim to replicate the motion sensations experienced in an actual vehicle. The problem is that the motion platform workspace is limited; this makes it difficult to recreate the motion sensations. Various motion cueing algorithms have been developed to try and replicate the sensations felt in a real vehicle [11]; these include the classical washout algorithm [12], adaptive washout algorithm [13], optimal washout algorithm [14] and model predictive control [15].

Commercial usage of vehicle simulators has increased due to lower costs and improved fidelity. A vehicle simulator was used in commercial truck driver training, to teach improved driving techniques which increased fuel efficiency [16]. The Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) used a vehicle simulator to train snowplough operators to react to potential hazards and improve fuel efficiency with improved driving techniques [17]. Mining simulators are now also used extensively to train operators in a safe and realistic environment and many mining companies now see the value in purchasing such systems.

SimMechanics is a toolbox that provides a multibody simulation environment which allows the modelling and simulation of mechanical systems using their geometric layout and structural properties [18]. Yu et al. [19] developed a simulation system in Matlab/Simulink, using the SimMechanics toolbox, to verify the inverse kinematic equations for a 3-DOF motion platform. Motion simulators operate with position control systems that have limited performance. In the current vehicle simulator, illustrated in figure 1, the motion platform is a 3-DOF platform that is driven by three linear pneumatic actuators. These actuators have motion constraints that are imposed on them. It is important to adhere to these constraints to prevent mechanical damage of the vehicle simulator and to ensure safety of the driver. Many formatting features of this journal have developed over decades of mostly the printed version and present policy is to honour this tradition by minimizing deviations from this formatting. The word processing program of choice remains Microsoft Windows. The editorial/copy editing process is integrated, so that as the final MS-Word version emerges, it merely needs to be converted to .pdf file format for publishing on the internet.
Simulation System to Aid in Vehicle Simulator Design

The research contributions of this paper include:

- Developing a simulation system, in Matlab/Simulink, that incorporates the vehicle input data scaling and classical washout algorithm implementation into the inverse kinematic analysis simulation system developed in previous work [19,20].

- Using the developed simulation system to take in the vehicle data directly and analyse the output from the structural model of the motion platform to determine if the motion platform adheres to the motion constraints imposed. By incorporating the vehicle input data scaling and classical washout algorithm into the simulation system, the parameters of these systems are adjusted easily in the simulation environment until the actuator motion constraints are adhered to. Once reasonable and safe performance is achieved the system can be implemented on the actual 3-DOF motion platform.

- Additionally the developed simulation system is used to evaluate the classical washout algorithm and to verify the derived inverse kinematic equations. The developed simulation system is applicable to all commercial vehicle simulators that make use of parallel manipulators.

2 Kinematic Analysis

The following section provides the inverse kinematic analysis for the 3-DOF motion platform used in the vehicle simulator. Motion for the platform is specified with three independent end-effector parameters; these include the translational motion along the z-axis (heave) and the rotational motion about the x-axis (roll) and y-axis (pitch) respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the motion platform for the vehicle simulator with the various coordinate systems. Coordinate frame $A(x, y, z)$ is attached to the centroid, $O$, of the base of the motion platform and coordinate frame $B(u, v, w)$ is attached to the centroid, $P$, of the moving platform.

![Figure 2: 3-DOF Motion Platform with Coordinate Systems](image)

The x-y plane contains revolute joints $A_i$, $i = 1$ to $3$, and the u-v plane contains universal joints $B_i$, $i = 1$ to $3$. The linear actuators used in the system are themselves kinematic constraints, these actuators consist of cylindrical joints designed to provide linear motion in the actuator axis direction and rotational motion about this axis. The motion of a point on the moving platform can be fully expressed in the fixed base coordinate system $A$, by a translational component and a rotational component. To describe this motion some parts of the motion has to be transformed from one coordinate system to another coordinate system. Unit vectors $u, v, w$, are defined along the u, v, w axes of the moving coordinate system $B$. The rotation matrix from coordinate frame $B$ to coordinate frame $A$ is defined as:

$$A_B^A = \begin{bmatrix} u_x & u_y & u_z \\ v_x & v_y & v_z \\ w_x & w_y & w_z \end{bmatrix}$$

(1)

The vector $^Aa_{A_i} = [a_{ix}, a_{iy}, a_{iz}]^T$ is the position of the revolute joint $A_i$ with respect to the frame $A$ and vector $^Bb_{B_i} = [b_{iu}, b_{iv}, b_{iw}]^T$ is the position of the universal joint $B_i$ with respect to the frame $B$. 
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The three revolute joints, in the base coordinate frame A, are located at the following coordinates in metres \(A_{1} = [0.6 \ 0 \ 0]^T\), \(A_{2} = [-0.6 \ 0.25 \ 0]^T\) and \(A_{3} = [-0.6 \ -0.25 \ 0]^T\).

The three universal joints, in the moving platform coordinate frame B, are located at the following coordinates in metres \(B_{1} = [0.5 \ 0 \ 0]^T\), \(B_{2} = [-0.5 \ 0.15 \ 0]^T\) and \(B_{3} = [-0.5 \ -0.15 \ 0]^T\).

Point \(P\), the centroid of the moving platform, with respect to fixed base frame \(A\). The platform workspace constraints. Implementation is divided into two channels, the first channel is used for translational motion and the second is used for rotational motion. Inputs to the motion cueing strategy are the specific force vector \(f_{veh}\) and angular velocity vector \(\omega_{veh}\) experienced in the vehicle. The algorithm aims to replicate these signals, within the motion simulator at the centroid of the moving platform coordinate system \(B\), as closely as possible.

Figure 3 illustrates the translation channel for the classical washout algorithm. The translational channel is used to replicate the transient component of the vehicle specific force vector \(\vec{f}_{veh}\).

The leg length equations determine the actuator stroke lengths for a particular trajectory of the end-effector.

3 Motion Cueing

The classical washout algorithm is designed to replicate the motion sensations felt in a vehicle without breaching the platform workspace constraints. Implementation is divided into two channels, the first channel is used for translational motion and the second is used for rotational motion. Inputs to the motion cueing strategy are the specific force vector \(f_{veh}\) and angular velocity vector \(\omega_{veh}\) experienced in the vehicle. The algorithm aims to replicate these signals, within the motion simulator at the centroid of the moving platform coordinate system \(B\), as closely as possible.

Figure 3 illustrates the translation channel for the classical washout algorithm. The translational channel is used to replicate the transient component of the vehicle specific force vector \(\vec{f}_{veh}\).

The leg length equations determine the actuator stroke lengths for a particular trajectory of the end-effector.
position vector $^A P = [P_x \ P_y \ P_z]^T$, in the inertial coordinate frame $A$.

Figure 4 illustrates the rotational channel for the classical washout algorithm. The rotational channel is composed of two parts, which together produce the rotation (roll-pitch-yaw) angles for the motion platform.

The first part is called tilt coordination. Tilt coordination is used to replicate the sustained component of the vehicle specific force vector $\vec{f}_{veh}$ via tilt of the motion platform. It aims to use a component of the gravity vector to simulate a sustained specific force. This is interpreted by the otolith as a sustained linear acceleration. The process starts with the signal $\vec{f}_{veh}$ which is scaled and passed through a low-pass filter, this extracts the low frequency vector $\vec{f}_L$. In the absence of rotational motion from the vehicle angular velocity vector $\vec{\alpha}_{veh}$, the roll-pitch-yaw angles can be represented by:

$$^A \vec{\phi} = ^A \vec{\phi}_L$$

For a simulator with small rotation angles the following approximations, from Reid and Nahon, are used $\vec{f}_L \approx g$, $s \sin \alpha \approx \alpha$ and $\cos \alpha \approx 1$. The roll-pitch-yaw angles based on the sustained specific force vector $\vec{f}_L$ are subsequently approximated by:

$$\alpha_L \approx \frac{\vec{f}_L}{g}$$

$$\beta_L \approx -\frac{\vec{f}_L}{g}$$

$$\gamma_L = 0$$

The second component of the rotational channel is used in the replication of the transient component of the vehicle angular velocity vector $\vec{\omega}_{veh}$. $\vec{\omega}_{veh}$ signal is scaled to ensure the platform rotational motion limits are not reached. The scaled signal $\vec{\omega}_i$ is transformed into the roll-pitch-yaw angle rate vector, $\vec{\phi}_i$, this was required to perform inverse kinematic analysis. The transformation is given by:

$$^A \vec{\phi}_i = ^A T_B \vec{\omega}_i$$

(19)

With $^A T_B$ a transformation commonly used to transform from angular velocity in coordinate frame $B$ to roll-pitch-yaw angle rates in coordinate frame $A$, this transformation was shown previously, and is given by:

$$^A T_B = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \sin \beta & \cos \beta \\ 0 & \cos \alpha - \sin \alpha & 0 \\ 0 & -\sin \alpha & \cos \alpha \end{bmatrix}$$

The signal $\vec{\phi}_i$ is high-pass filtered to remove the sustained component of the roll-pitch-yaw angle rate and perform washout as in the translational channel case. The signal $^A \vec{\phi}_H$ is integrated to give the high frequency signal for roll-pitch-yaw angles $^A \vec{\phi}_H$. The roll-pitch-yaw angle components for the sustained specific force vector $\vec{f}_L$ and the vehicle angular velocity vector $\vec{\omega}_{veh}$ are combined to give the roll-pitch-yaw angle values used:

$$^A \vec{\phi} = ^A \vec{\phi}_L + ^A \vec{\phi}_H$$

(20)

Higher order filters are used due to more demanding accelerations experienced in a vehicle as compared to a flight simulator. A 3rd order filter is used for HP Filter in the translational channel, 2nd order filter for LP Filter in the rotational channel.

4 Simulation System

Figure 5 illustrates the Matlab/Simulink simulation system containing all the components involved in the vehicle simulator data processing setup. This system includes input vehicle data scaling, classical washout algorithm and inverse kinematic implementations. The body sensor block below connects to the structural model and takes in the platforms position and orientation and presents it in a suitable form in the scope outputs. The simulation system designed was used to test the most important aspects in the vehicle simulator. These include testing:

- The inverse kinematics in replication of the trajectory of the input data.
- The classical washout algorithm in effectively performing platform washout.
- The effectiveness of the input data scaling and filter parameter selection, in the classical washout algorithm, in ensuring the motion platform constraints are not violated, this ensures safe operation on the actual 3-DOF motion platform.

The position control system, selected for the actuators, is a pneumatic system. It employs three pneumatically driven linear actuators and performs position control on each of these actuators. The system itself is limited to the following actuator position, velocity and acceleration values shown in table 1. Based on these constraints the vehicle input data scaling and classical washout filter parameters was varied. The objective was to get the actuator motion to be within the position, velocity and acceleration limits imposed.

Table 1: Actuator Motion Limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1 m</td>
<td>0.2 m/s</td>
<td>2 m/s²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5 Results and Discussion

The scaled input values selected in the classical washout algorithm for the simulation system in figure 5 are illustrated below in figures 6 and 7. The scaled specific force uses a scale factor of 0.5 to scale the input vehicle data. The scaled angular velocity uses a scale factor of 0.5 to scale the input vehicle data. These scale factors help ensure platform workspace limits are respected without significantly degrading the input vehicle data.

The first part of the simulation verified the derived leg length equations, 11, 12 and 13, for the inverse kinematics, are correct and the washout process is effective in returning the platform to neutral (centre) position. The structural model block was built with SimMechanics and designed based on the geometrical structure of the vehicle simulator platform. The inverse kinematics block takes in the three independent motion parameters of roll, pitch and heave. These values are output from the classical washout algorithm. The inverse kinematics block outputs the actuator stroke lengths, which is based on the derived leg length equations 11, 12 and 13. The structural model will take in the actuator stroke lengths and move the actuators accordingly. The body sensor block outputs the platform trajectory, (position and orientation) to the scopes, for this actuator motion.

Figures 8 to 10 does a trajectory comparison for the three independent platform parameters of heave, roll and pitch. The input trajectory in these figures show the desired motion required to replicate the motion in the vehicle. The structural model output trajectory in these figures matches the input trajectory. The maximum errors are 0.0019 m for the heave (z-axis), 0.3074 deg for the roll (x-axis) and 0.2497° for the pitch (y-axis). The mean errors are 0.00036 m for the heave motion (z-axis), 0.0219° for the roll (x-axis) and 0.0289° for the pitch (y-axis). These error values are acceptable to be used in a vehicle simulator system, since these systems do not require high precision movements. These results show that the derived leg length equations 11, 12 and 13 are acceptable for the 3-DOF motion platform used in the vehicle simulator, since the input and output trajectories correlate. It can also be seen that the washout process is effective since the independent parameters of roll, pitch and heave all return to zero when the applied motion cue is complete. For the selected values for the input data scaling and filter parameters the maximum heave motion (z-axis) achieved for the platform was 0.0339 m and the maximum angle for the roll (x-axis) was 5.3° and pitch (y-axis) was 6.5°. These results represent reasonable performance for a research simulator.
Figure 11 illustrates the 3-D model for the 3-DOF motion platform for two instances in the simulation; this system, using SimMechanics, provided a visualisation tool of expected platform motion. It was also used to verify platform motion is correct, for e.g. the platform tilts backward about the y-axis (pitch) to replicate a positive acceleration in the x-axis direction as in figure 11(a). In figure 11(b) the driver was going around a curve and turning left, therefore the driver was tilted to the right to replicate the motion sensations experienced in the vehicle.

The second and final aspect of the testing evaluated the actuator motion limits from the structural model output and determined if the actuator motions adhere to the constraints imposed. Figure 12 illustrates the actuator stroke length output from the structural model for each of the actuators. The platform sits at a height of 0.74 m at rest position, this means that \( p_z = 0.74 \) m at rest. At rest position the length of Actuator 1 is 0.7411 m, Actuator 2 is 0.7843 m and Actuator 3 is 0.7843 m. Actuator 1 had a maximum motion change of 0.0512 m, actuator 2 had a maximum motion change of 0.0752 m and actuator 3 had a maximum motion change of 0.0729 m. From these results it is concluded that all three actuators adhere to the maximum possible actuator position limit of 0.1 m.

Figure 12: Structural Model Length Output of Actuators

Figure 13 illustrates the velocity output of each actuator from the structural model. Actuator 1 had a maximum velocity of 0.0937 m/s, actuator 2 had a maximum velocity of 0.1887 m/s and actuator 3 had a maximum velocity of 0.1897 m/s. The actuator velocity values all lie within the maximum permissible actuator velocity of 0.2 m/s.

Figure 13: Structural Model Velocity Output of Actuators

Figure 14 illustrates the acceleration output of each actuator from the structural model. Actuator 1 had a maximum acceleration of 0.8076 m/s\(^2\), actuator 2 had a maximum acceleration of 1.7322 m/s\(^2\) and actuator 3 had a maximum acceleration of 1.7305 m/s\(^2\). The accelerations of all actuators lie within the maximum acceleration value of 2 m/s\(^2\).

The input data scaling and filter parameters selected ensured that none of the actuator motion constraints, in table 1, are violated. This result ensures safe operation for the driver in the vehicle simulator and safety of the...
mechanical structure for the vehicle simulator. It can be seen from the acceleration of the actuator legs that the actuators reach maximum acceleration for very short periods in time. This is due to the fixed filter parameters of the classical washout algorithm which is designed for the worst motion case. Therefore platform workspace usage is not optimised for the classical washout algorithm.

![Figure 14: Structural Model Acceleration Output of Actuators](image)

### 6 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents a simulation system, developed in Matlab/Simulink, which allows for the vehicle data to be input directly into the system. Input data scaling, classical washout algorithm and inverse kinematics are performed in the system. The system facilitated for the appropriate input data scaling and filter parameters to be selected to ensure the actuator motion constraints are respected. The results show that the actuator motion constraints, in table 1, are respected. This ensures safe operation for the user and guarantees safety of the mechanical structure for the vehicle simulator. Inverse kinematic results obtained show that the derived inverse kinematics equations equations 11, 12 and 13 are correct and motion cueing results show effectiveness in performing washout.

The research contribution of this paper provides a simulation system to be used for a vehicle simulator. The simulation system assists in the design and development of the vehicle simulator, by ensuring the input data scaling and filter parameters are selected to ensure safety of the user and the vehicle simulator. Results from this work are applicable to all commercial vehicle simulators which make use of a parallel manipulator motion platform. In future work the addition of improved motion cueing techniques will be implemented. This will facilitate improved workspace utilisation and position control performance.
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